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About Item

1. Impeccable Craftsmanship: The 5 Core microphone capsule is of exceptional quality,
completely brand new, and crafted with utmost care and attention to detail.

2. Crystal Clear Sound: Experience crystal clear sound with exceptional sensitivity, bright and
clear treble notes, and strong bass that packs a punch.

3. Effortless Installation: Effortlessly install the Cartridge and rest assured of its long-lasting
durability, ensuring that you can enjoy it for years to come.

4. Unmatched Audio Experience: The microphone capsule is particularly well-suited for KTV
and Karaoke, providing an unparalleled audio experience that is sure to impress.

5. The Brand: At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of
delivering the highest quality product since 1984.

Product Description

Looking for a high-quality audio product that delivers clear sound and is easy to use?
Look no further than our latest release! Boasting impeccable craftsmanship and a
brand-new design, this microphone capsule is the perfect addition to your audio setup.
Its sensitivity ensures that every note is clear and bright, while the strong bass adds a
deep and powerful undertone to your audio experience.

Thanks to its easy installation and long-lasting durability, you'll be able to enjoy
exceptional audio quality for years to come. Plus, if you're a fan of KTV or Karaoke, this
Replacement Cartridge is an absolute must-have, providing unmatched sound quality
that's sure to elevate your performance.

Features

High-Quality
Sound

Easy Installation Long lasting
durability

Improved performance

Enjoy crystal clear
sound quality with
exceptional
sensitivity, bright
treble notes, and
strong bass.

The mic capsule is
easy to install,
allowing you to
enjoy its
top-quality audio
in no time.

Crafted with superior
materials, this
product is built to
last, ensuring you
can enjoy
exceptional audio
quality for years.

Whether you are a
musician, a public
speaker, or an audiophile,
the Dynamic Microphone
Cartridge can help elevate
your performance
significantly.



Technical Specification:

● Sensor type: Dynamic Cardioid Polar Pattern
● Sensitivity (dBV/Pa): -54, 5 dBV/Pa
● Sensitivity (mV/Pa): 1, 88 mV/Pa
● Pattern: Unidirectional
● Frequency Response: 50HZ-15 KHz
● Diameter: Approx. 1.1inch / 2.2cm
● Length: Approx. 1 inch / 2 cm

Package information:

● 1x Dynamic Microphone Cartridge

Usages

Easy to install, can be done DIY.

Helps to deliver high-quality sound.

A must-have for professional mic users.

A great addition to your audio accessory.

Proper and best replacement for a dynamic mic.

Benefits of products

Very easy to install.

Sturdy and built to last.

Compact design, ready to pack.



Versatile and wide compatibility.

Minimal maintenance is required.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Perfect for a wide range of dynamic microphones.

Easy installation, enjoy top-quality audio in no time.

Crystal clear sound quality & exceptional sensitivity.

Versatile use, suitable for a wide range of applications.

Long-lasting durability, thanks to superior materials & craftsmanship.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.



Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Dynamic Yes Yes

Best Deal Yes No

High Sensitivity Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question: Is it a new product?

Answer: Yes, it is brand new.

Question:What color is it?

Answer: The product's color is black.

Question: Can I install it on my own?

Answer: Yes, you can install it by yourself.



Question:What kind of microphone does it supports?

Answer: The microphone is compatible with a dynamic microphone.

Question: Is the microphone capsule reliable for professional use?

Answer: Yes, the 5 Core microphone capsule is reliable and regularly used.


